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§ 462. In the parent language the nom. was rarely used
except  to   express  emphasis  (cp.  Skr.,   Lat.,  and  Gr.t,
because  it   was   sufficiently indicated   by the' personal
endings of the verb.    Beside the accented form of each
case of the  personal  pronouns,   there also existed one
or more unaccented forms just as in many modern dialects,
where we often find three or even four forms for the nom.
case of each pronoun.    Most of the OE. forms of the per-
sonal pronouns represent prim. Germanic unaccented forms.
In forms marked with both long and short vowels, as in
, f>e, ge, &c., those with long vowels were the accented,
and those with short vowels were the unaccented forms,
see § 85-    In the pronouns of the first and second persons
the gen. case sing, and pi. were formed from  the stem-
forms of the possessive pronouns.    The c in the ace. forms
mec, pec, usic,  eowic, goes back to a prim, Germanic
emphatic particle, *ke == Indg. *ge, which is found in Gr*
pronominal forms like !/x£y*.    The ace. forms with c only
occur in the oldest records and in poetry,    ic is the old
unaccented form, the accented form was preserved in O.I eel.
ek (cp. Lat. ego, Gr. eyeS).    The e in me, }>e may represent
Indg. e, cp. Gr. l/xe (p.4), re, but it is far more likely that me,
)>e are old datives used for the accusative.    J>u (OHG, du)
beside }>u (OHG. du), NE. has preserved the old accented,
and NHG. the old unaccented form.    Dat. me (Goth, mis,
OHG. mir), J>e (OHG. dir), prim. Germanic *mes, *>es
beside unaccented *miz,*)>iz, with ^s, -z from the dat. plural;
OE. me, Ipe can represent either form, probably the latter,
cp. we, ge.
wit (Goth. OS. wit), and git (OS. git) were unaccented
plurals with the addition of -t which is of obscure origin.
There are grave phonological difficulties against assuming
that the -t is related to the numeral for two. Ace. tmcit,
incit were formed from ttnc, inc with -it from the nomina-
tive, tmc, inc are old accusatives also used for the dative;

